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Effect ive writers are effect ive 
readers and speakers.
Course design should inst ruct students how to

- IDENTIFY parts of an essay

- ANALYZE the arguments and evidence

- COMMUNICATE  the analysis

- UNDERSTAND the prompt

- PLAN how to write the essay

- WRITE the essay

- PRACTICE TIMED writing



What to Expect  from the Essay Test

Source Material
Read and analyze passages

Prompt
Identify key words
Rewrite question as thesis 

Scoring Rubrics
Identify criteria for essay

Sample Essays
Evaluate components of passing essays 

Course Design



Find Text  
Source Material

Test  publ isher’s pract ice materials
GED
HiSet

News Sources
Op/ Ed 

In-depth art iclesOnl ine Databases
Opposing Viewpoint in Context
CQ Researcher



Discussion

- What feedback do you have about  the sources 
ment ioned, if  you have used them?

- What other sources do you use when looking for 
writ ing prompts?



Central Claim or 
Main Argument

CounterargumentReas ons
(s upporting claims )

Evidence Evidence Refuting 
Reason Evidence

Ident ify the Parts of an Essay





Read and Annotate the Text

What is it?
In other words, what is the text about? What point(s) is the 
author(s) trying to express through the text?

Where is it?
Note the page and paragraph #  to find it later.

Who says?

Whose and what ideas or theories is the writer using to make and 
back up the argument?

So what?
What is important about the text?



Scaffolding:
Guide students toward 
independent  mastery:

Model ing
Annotating text
Taking notes
Identifying structures, 
reasoning, evidence.

Graphic Organizers
Collect citations
Organize ideas

Analysis Talk
Guided analysis
Think/ pair/ share



Analyze Arguments and Evidence

Valid Evidence Is
Accurate

Is it from a reliable source?
Is it unbiased?

Appropriate
Is it relevant?
Does it directly support the claim?

Adequate
Is there sufficient evidence to 
support the claim?

Strong Arguments Are
Logical

Accurate

Identify faulty reasoning 

Specif ic

Relevant

Directly support the claim



Discussion

- What  crit ical thinking skil ls do you want  your 
students to employ?

- What  scaffolding helps your students engage with the 
text  or prepare for the essay?



Plan for Essay Writ ing



Guided Writ ing

• Start  w ith writ ing frames 

• Use notes from graphic organizer 

• Model writ ing

• Think/ pair/ share

• Create class model essay using 

student  responses



Act ivity

- Examine the writ ing prompt: 
Analyze the arguments in favor of and opposed to host ing the Olympics in your 
city. Write an essay in which you explain which argument is bet ter supported 
by sound reasoning and evidence. 

- Create a writ ing frame to help students make a thesis 
statement  that  could answer the prompt.
- Share your ideas w ith us!



Guided Writ ing: Use Sentence Starters

Introducing a piece of evidence:
The article cites research from…

The author includes statistics from…

The author quotes an expert who states that…

The example cites as evidence…

Analysis and Explanat ion of evidence:
This claim is supported by evidence that demonstrates…

The evidence is/ is not accurate/ valid credible/ unbiased…

The evidence is/ is not appropriate/ relevant because…

The evidence is/ is not adequate/ sufficient to prove…

The article uses faulty reasoning when it states…



Pract ice!
Build speed by adding t ime 

l imits as students gain 
prof iciency.

• Break essay into manageable parts

• Specif ic peer feedback tasks

Vocabulary usage

Organizat ion

Sentence st ructure/ usage

• Instructor feedback

Use scoring rubric

• Create t imed test  simulat ions



Thank You!
Caryn Panec, cpanec@glendale.edu
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